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RECONCEIVED
As your pregnancy develops and especially as you approach the arrival
of your newborn, the urge to adore, nurture and protect comes from
nowhere, filling your heart with an overwhelming feeling of love.
As designers and parents of egg®, our endeavours have taken us
on a similar journey. Our original inspiration came from the ‘egg’,
which of course is richly symbolic, connoting birth, warmth, shelter
and sustenance.
The line ‘Some products are made. Some products are born.’ brought
forth a new understanding of what innovation was and what it meant.
egg® was born from a desire to take infant travel in a new direction;
one that celebrates luxury, style, design and quality engineering.
But like all things, change is necessary. Some call it ‘Evolution’ (to grow,
to evolve). We call it ‘Rebirth’. This is a new generation, The Power
of Evolution.
This is egg2® - egg®. Reborn.
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REBORN
You have created a new life and it’s time for baby to explore their
new world. Time to get outside in style and comfort with your new
egg2® stroller.
The egg2® carrycot is perfect for the first few months, offering a cosy,
comfortable and protective environment that keeps your baby safe in
a lie-flat position.
At six months, baby can move up to the egg2® seat where they
can interact with you, always listening and learning. As they grow,
the harness and headrest can be effortlessly adjusted and the seat
can be switched to the world facing position – taking in new sights
and sounds.
Designed in Britain, egg2® stays true to the school of ‘Inspired Luxury
Design’ with soft-touch marl tailoring, smooth curves and superb
engineering. The new wheel design along with the integration of TruRide Technology® and all-round suspension, provides an effortlessly
smooth ride for baby.
It was important for egg2® to preserve the DNA of egg®; the
showstopping look and premium feel is very much reminiscent of the
original model, and putting the stroller together is just as intuitive.
egg2® offers confidence, vogue and exceptional ease of use for
new parents.
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reborn
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reborn

THE STROLLER
1/

2/

15 /

4/

14 /
13 /
3/
6/

5/
8/

7/

12 /
11 /

10 /

9/

1 / Large canopy with UPF 50+ protection and ventilation window with magnetic cover;
2 / Taller five position handle height adjustment - 99 x 111cm;
3 / Five-point safety harness with clips to hold the harness open for ease of use;
4 / Removable gated luxury bumper bar;
5 / Five position calf adjustment;
6 / Redesigned central hub;
7 / Concealed storage compartment;
8 / Insect net stored under calf support;
9 / Larger Tru-Ride® Technology tyres with quick release:
10 / Larger shopping basket;
11 / Swivel or lockable front wheels;
12 / All-round suspension;
13 / Easy adjustable integrated headrest and harness;
14 / Larger seat unit;
15 / Three-position one-hand recline parent and world facing seat unit.
Raincover, insect net, apron and fur seat liner included. Suitable from 6 months to 25kg
(from birth with newborn accessories).
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reborn

THE PRAM
2/

1/
3/

7/

4/

carrycot features

5/
6/

1 / Large canopy with UPF 50+ protection, and ventilation window with magnetic cover;
2 / Carry handle;
3 / Removable apron;
4 / Longer carrycot for growing babies;
5 / Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping;
6 / Static carrycot feet to protect fabrics when on the floor;
7 / Ergonomic carrycot release handle.
The egg2® carrycot comes complete with raincover, apron and mattress. Suitable from birth
to 9kg.
For more information about the egg2® carrycot accessory, please see page 50.
The egg2® carrycot is available as part of our collection and special edition packages,
on pages 38 & 39.
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reborn

three-position recline parent facing

five-position handle adjustment

three-position recline world facing

three-position canopy

five-position calf adjustment

pram (birth - 9kg)

Travel system compatibility
You can choose from a range of car seats from leading brands such as egg®, Maxi Cosi, Cybex
and BeSafe. The multi car seat adaptors (page 55) fit straight onto the chassis and are very
simple to use. A full list of safety-tested car seats as of September 2020 is as follows:

At egg, our commitment to you is to equip this premium product with the best in quality
tyres. Featuring Tru-Ride® Technology, these PU Polymer tyres have been engineered to
offer comfort and durability. Our tyres last ten times longer than more commonly used EVA,
offering superior handling and giving a smoother ride for both you and your child.
Featuring a new unique egg-shaped tread pattern, the egg2® leaves its mark wherever
it goes.
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egg® Shell (i-Size)
Cybex Aton Q
*Cybex Cloud Q
*Cybex Cloud Z
Maxi Cosi CabrioFix
Maxi Cosi Pebble, Plus and Pro
*Maxi Cosi Marble
*Maxi Cosi Coral
Maxi Cosi Tinca
Recaro Previa
BeSafe Izi go

*Not suitable in tandem mode
egg® Shell on chassis
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THE COLLECTION
Born in Britain and still family owned, we work tirelessly with the
very best designers and manufacturers across the nation, Europe
and around the world to bring to market new products that are
contemporary by design as well as those that are more classic and
traditionally styled.
egg® is quintessentially British but our fabrics are inspired by styles
both at home and far and wide. The new Collection colours are made
from a luxury soft-touch tailored marl and are available in six different
hues - from the rich North African desert tones of Paprika, to the calm
azure night of Cobalt, and the Mediterranean blend of Olive.
Collection colours are available to buy separately or as 8-piece
packages, which include the stroller, carrycot, egg® Shell car seat,
multi car seat adaptors, ISOFIX base, backpack, footmuff and fur Liner.
For more information on our packages, visit eggstroller.com, or see
page 38.
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the collection

QUARTZ
Born of the city and entirely in its element, this is Quartz. A true urban wanderer, this model
is designed for those who embrace the metro landscape – day or night.
Soft-touch tailored marl fabrics delicately dress a striking gunmetal chassis, whilst a luxury
handstitched handle and bumper bar in black perforation and traditional egg® signatures
finish Quartz with style.
Includes a reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £799

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £199

backpack / £100

footmuff / £85
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the collection

MONUMENT GREY
Monument stands proud in all its stateliness. This timeless model celebrates the dawn of egg®
as a concept – the original dream, realised.
Soft-touch tailored marl fabrics suavely dress a polished mirror chassis with finesse, whilst
a luxury handstitched handle and bumper bar in black perforation and traditional egg®
signatures, finish this Monument as it was supposed to be.
Includes a reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £799

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £199

backpack / £100

footmuff / £85
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the collection

FEATHER
Airing a sense of occasion, Feather salutes a subtle pebble stone designed to offer the more
discerning parent a perfect complement to trench coat attire.
Soft-touch tailored marl fabrics delicately dress an elegent champagne chassis, whilst a luxury
handstitched handle and bumper bar in rich chocolate brown perforation and traditional egg®
signatures finish Feather with class.
Includes a reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £799

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £199

backpack / £100

footmuff / £85
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the collection

PAPRIKA
Introducing the gorgeous egg2® in Paprika, truly sun kissed, the rich desert tones are
complemented by sand dunes of burnt orange.
Soft-touch tailored marl fabrics delicately dress a striking gunmetal chassis, whilst a luxury
handstitched handle and bumper bar in rich chocolate brown perforation and traditional egg®
signatures finish Paprika with awe.
Includes a reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £799

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £199

backpack / £100

footmuff / £85
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the collection

OLIVE
Olive brings to the collection a fine blend of warm Mediterranean tones.
Soft-touch tailored marl fabrics delicately dress a striking gunmetal chassis with finesse,
whilst a luxury handstitched handle and bumper bar in black perforation and traditional egg®
signatures finish the Olive elegantly.
Includes a reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £799

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £199

backpack / £100

footmuff / £85
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the collection

COBALT
True to the alloy, Cobalt features deep blue notes, reminiscent of a calm azure night; this
model pays homage to a beautiful naval voyage.
Soft-touch tailored marl fabrics delicately dress a striking gunmetal chassis, whilst a luxury
handstitched handle and bumper bar in black perforation and traditional egg® signatures
finish Cobalt chicly.
Includes a reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £799

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £199

backpack / £100

footmuff / £85
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SPECIAL EDITIONS
No collection is complete without Special Edition options. You’re instore comparing egg2® to your other shortlisted options; it’s often
that a unique colour and premium accessories make the difference
for egg® parents - it’s what gives their stroller that little extra
something special.
egg2® Special Editions represent the best – but better, with luxurious
dedicated accessories, like the new matching toploader backpack and
footmuff which also converts into a blanket.
Special Edition favourites staying in the range include the popular
‘Diamond Black’ which is available on a beautiful rose gold frame, and
the stealthy ‘Just Black’ - available from selected independent
partners only.
The range sees the return of the iconic Jurassic edition with the new
‘Jurassic Grey’. Inspired by wild reptile styling, deep metallic dyed
fabrics delicately dress a striking gunmetal frame with finesse.
egg2® Special Editions are available to buy separately or as 8-piece
packages, which include the stroller, carrycot, egg® Shell car seat,
multi car seat adaptors, ISOFIX base, toploader backpack, footmuff
and reversible fur Liner.
For more information on our packages visit eggstroller.com or see
page 39.
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special editions

JURASSIC GREY
It’s back!
The special edition range sees the return of the popular Jurassic fabric – introducing the
incredible Jurassic Grey; original design inspired by wild reptile styling. Deep metallic
fossil dyed fabrics delicately dress a striking gunmetal chassis with finesse, whilst a luxury
handstitched handle and bumper bar in black perforation and egg® signatures finish Jurassic
Grey with vogue.
Includes the Toploader Backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £999

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £219

backpack / £150 (included)

footmuff / £85
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special editions

DIAMOND BLACK
Diamonds are forever
Black glitter dust fabrics delicately dress a stunning rose gold chassis with finesse, whilst a
luxury handstitched handle and bumper bar in premium black and traditional egg® signatures
finish Diamond Black with panache.
Includes the Toploader Backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £999

infant car seat / £199

34

carrycot / £219

backpack / £150 (included)

footmuff / £85
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special editions

JUST BLACK
Stealth, or Just Black
Intricately stitched black honeycomb fabrics delicately dress a professional matte black
chassis with finesse, whilst a luxury handstitched handle and bumper bar in black perforation
and traditional egg® signatures finish Just Black seductively.
Includes the Toploader backpack, reversible fur seat liner, apron, insect net and raincover.

stroller / £999

infant car seat / £199
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carrycot / £219

backpack / £150 (included)

footmuff / £85
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packages

carrycot

carrycot
stroller

stroller

fur liner

multi car seat
adaptors
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footmuff

egg shell (i-Szie)
car seat

backpack

shell (i-Size) base

fur liner

multi car seat
adaptors

footmuff

egg shell (i-Szie)
car seat

backpack

shell (i-Size) base
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INFANT TRAVEL
The egg® Shell i-Size car seat completes your newborn experience
by working with your egg stroller, to create a co-ordinated travel
system which will provide you with a full solution for all your baby
transport needs.
The egg® Shell benefits from an enhanced side-impact protection
shell, as well as a memory foam headrest and can be easily installed
into most vehicles either by using the 3-point seat belt, or by affixing it
to the egg® Shell ISOFIX base.
egg® Shell is easy to set up in the travel system configuration (multi
car seat adaptors required) and cleverly uses the multi-position handle
of the car seat to lock it in position. If baby is asleep in the car seat
when you arrive at your destination you can carefully attach the
seat to the chassis of your egg2® stroller and stroll away whilst the
snoozing continues.
The egg® Shell is available in all collection and special edition colours,
and is included as part of our 8-piece packages.
Please note: Car seats from other brands such as Maxi Cosi, Cybex and
BeSafe are also compatible with the egg2® chassis, when used with
the multi car seat adaptors. Please see page 15 for compatibility or
our website.
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infant car seat

SHELL (i-Size) CAR SEAT
At egg® we are synonymous with the highest standards of safety and functionality,
overlaid with immense style and design that offers a real luxury occasion time and time again
for new parents.
Suitable for rearward facing travel from 40 to 80cm (birth to approx. 15 months), the egg®
Shell (i-Size) car seat features an enhanced side-impact protection shell, as well as a memory
foam headrest providing optimum cushioning for baby in the event of a collision.

quartz / £199

monument grey / £199

feather / £199

In addition, the egg® Shell has enhanced inner-body padding (for use from newborn), which
provides key support for both the side and upper leg muscles on car journeys. As their muscles
strengthen, develop and grow, these key protective cushions can be removed enabling baby
to use the seat up to 13kg.

RETRACTABLE 4-POSITION CANOPY

paprika / £199

olive / £199

just black / £199

diamond black / £199

cobalt / £199

ENHANCED SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION

REMOVABLE MEMORY FOAM HEADREST

jurassic grey / £199

egg® Shell car seat base
REMOVABLE NEWBORN INSERT AND
SIDE PADS FOR GROWING BABIES

The egg® Shell base anchors to the vehicles ISOFIX
points. There is an extendable leg and a rebound bar
for stability as well as visual indicators for a simple and
correct installation. The seat can also be installed using a
3-point vehicle seatbelt (ECE R44/04).
ISOFIX base / £149

For more information, and vehicle compatibility, please visit eggstroller.com.
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GROWING FAMILIES
As well as working beautifully for one little person, the egg2® stroller
has also been designed to grow with your family so that your initial
investment will last you through more than just your first bundle of joy.
Whether you need transport for newborn twins, a baby and a
toddler or even two toddlers we have got you covered with our range
of carrycots, tandem seats, adaptors and accessories. The more
intrepid toddler who wants to travel with baby brother or sister can
also walk with you but then take a break by hopping on our ride-on
board (page 55).
There is no compromise on the smoothness of the ride or the
convenience to the pushing parent. Our adaptors are designed with
ease of use in mind, allowing you to build up and break down your
egg2® stroller system in seconds.
None of our solutions are after-thoughts; we use design to ensure you
are as happy as your passengers on every step you take. We can’t see
the future, but we have made sure you are ready for it…
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growing families

GROWING FAMILIES
A general taller and longer chassis has made for greater space in all tandem configurations,
which will require the new egg2® tandem adaptors (see page 53).
When second baby comes along, you can convert any egg2® package into tandem mode using
the seat unit and carrycot (configuration /1).

/1

/2

/3

/4

/5

/6

To view more colourways in tandem mode, please visit eggstroller.com.

For twins or close in age siblings – tandem seats are currently available in Monument Grey,
Quartz, Jurassic Grey and Just Black egg2® colours (configurations 2 & 6).
For toddlers with a little more independence who want to travel with baby brother or sister,
we also have the egg® ride-on board accessory (see page 55).

Approved configurations using egg2® tandem adaptors:
1 / Upper world facing seat unit (max 15kg), world facing lower carrycot (max 9kg);
2 / Upper parent facing infant car seat (requires multi car seat adaptors, max 13kg), lower
world facing tandem seat (max 15kg);
3 / Upper parent facing carrycot (height adaptors reccommended, max 9kg), lower world
facing carrycot (max 9kg);
4 / Tandem parent facing infant car seats (requires multi car seat adaptors & lower multi car
seat adaptors, max 13kg per car seat) (see page 15 for compatibility);
5 / Upper parent facing infant car seat (requires multi car seat adaptors, max 13kg), lower
world facing carrycot (max 9kg);
6 / Upper world facing seat unit, lower world facing tandem seat (max 15kg per seat).
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ACCESSORIES
Step out in style every day with co-ordinating egg2® accessories.
Designed here in the UK, the accessory range is made from premium
fabrics and materials to compliment the egg2® stroller perfectly.
At the centre of our collection are the practical needs of you as new
parents, and the comfort and safety of your child.
We develop our range of accessories so that they are useful first
and then we make them beautiful. From the curves of our carrycot
to the finish of our backpacks, and the ease of use of our adaptors,
we pore over every individual accessory as much as we do over the
stroller itself.
Your parenting experience with egg2® will be greater than the
sum of the parts so we need every individual part to be outstanding.
Explore the following pages to discover our range of usefully
beautiful accessories...
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accessories

CARRYCOT

BACKPACK

At egg® we recommend your baby is in a lie-flat position for at least the first six months to
assist spinal development.
Available in all egg2® colours, the carrycot has evolved in both its shape and release
mechanism. As a spacious nest suitable from birth – 9kg, it is longer, has wider tapered edges
and features an ergonomic release lever positioned at the head end. Like the egg2® seat
unit – it also features a ventilation window and UPF 50+ protection in the retractable canopy.
The beautiful soft lined egg2® carrycot includes a mattress and raincover as standard as
well as a fully adjustable hood and zip on carrycot apron. The carrycot can also be used for
occasional overnight sleeping.

quartz / £199
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monument grey / £199

paprika / £199

olive / £199

just black / £219

diamond black / £219

The egg2® backpack (Quartz, Feather, Monument Grey, Olive, Paprika, and Cobalt) is stylish
and practical, made from a soft-touch, marl fabric. It features an insulated external pocket, all
finished with quality egg® zip tags. Inside, the bag features a large main compartment with
other pockets for smaller items and comes complete with a quality padded changing mat. It
has adjustable straps with shoulder padding and features two straps to attach to the handle
of the stroller. As with all designer bags, the egg2® backpack comes in a dust bag to keep it in
pristine condition when not in use.
Special Edition egg2® strollers (Just Black, Diamond Black and Jurassic Grey) come with the
new egg2® toploader backpack as standard. The backpack can attach to the stroller with ease
and has a quality padded changing mat in matching fabrics. Featuring an insulated pocket at
the front and enhanced straps, the Toploader Backpack also comes complete with a dust bag.

feather / £199

quartz / £100

cobalt / £199

paprika / £100

olive / £100

just black / £150

diamond black / £150

jurassic grey / £219

monument grey / £100

feather / £100

cobalt / £100

jurassic grey / £150
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accessories

FOOTMUFF

TANDEM

The egg2® footmuff is made from a soft-touch, durable fabric finished beautifully with a plush
fabric lining providing ultimate comfort for your baby. Suitable for use with a 5-point safety
harness, the footmuff also features a side zip giving easy access for lifting your baby in and
out of the stroller.

quartz / £85

monument grey / £85

With the addition of the egg2® tandem adaptor kit the egg2® stroller can be converted into
a tandem stroller.
egg2® tandem seats are currently available to order in Monument Grey, Quartz, Jurassic Grey
and Just Black, for use from approx. 6 months.

feather / £85

quartz / £189

paprika / £85

olive / £85
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diamond black / £85

just black / £199

jurassic grey / £199

cobalt / £85

The egg2® Special Edition footmuff is made from a soft-touch, durable fabric finished
beautifully with a plush fabric lining for the ultimate comfort for your baby. Suitable for use
with a 5-point safety harness, the special edition footmuff doubles up as a blanket, and has a
handy bag for storage. It also features a zip-off bottom allowing for muddy shoes.

just black / £85

monument grey / £189

jurassic grey / £85

To convert your stroller into a tandem,
you will require the tandem adaptors. The
tandem adaptors allow you to double up
in 6 approved configurations (page 46).

tandem adaptors / £50

When using two infant car seats together in
tandem mode, you will require lower multi
car seat adaptors, to affix a car seat at the
bottom. For the higher tandem position,
you will also require the standard multi car
seat adaptors.

lower multi car seat adaptors / £29
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OTHER ACCESSORIES
egg2® reversible fur seat liner

egg® bottle holder

egg® bottle

The bottle holder can be easily attached to
either side of the egg® and egg2® chassis
handlebar.

Stay hydrated and complement your egg
stroller with a matching egg® bottle.

The egg2® stroller comes complete with a seat liner of your colour choice. Choose the style
that sits perfectly with your stroller fabric. Seat liners are also available to purchase separately
so you can personalise your egg stroller differently day by day. Our luxury reversible seat
liner fits perfectly in your egg seat unit and is warm and cosy for winter months and cool
during summer.

bottle holder / £15

available in brushed steel, matte black & matte grey / £20

egg® ride-on board

egg® parasol

The egg® ride-on-board easily attaches
to the egg® and egg2®, using specialist
brackets (£20 when sold separately). It can
be lifted up and out of the way when not
in use, quick releases by elevating to 90
degrees and it can be left attached when
folding the chassis.

The adjustable parasol can be attached
to the egg chassis to protect your child
from UV rays. With a quick release button,
the parasol can be easily removed whilst
leaving the clasp attached for future use.

available in 4 colours; cream, blush pink, grey and black / £40

egg® newborn insert
As an alternative to the egg2® Carrycot - the egg® Newborn Insert is a soft padded insert
which creates a lie-flat position in the seat unit for your newborn baby. Made from 100% soft
cotton for ultimate comfort, the newborn insert fits both egg® and egg2®.

ride-on board / £80 (adaptors included)

parasol / £25

egg® multi car seat adaptors

egg® adjustable height adaptors

These adaptors fit straight onto the
chassis and are very easy to use. They are
compatible with a wide range of car seats
from leading brands such as egg® Maxi
Cosi, Cybex and BeSafe.

The unique 2 position adjustable height
adaptors increase the height of the
carrycot to suit you. Perfect to bring baby
closer and easier to lift baby out.

newborn insert / £60
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multi car seat adaptors / £29

height adaptors / £29
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AFTERCARE
Welcome to the egg® family, an exclusive club of parents that share
an appreciation for award-winning design, luxury living and specialist
engineering. egg® is more than a stroller; it is the capsule that gifts
your newborn the perfect start, the helm from which they first explore
a new world.
Sustainability
Longevity and practical living has always been of the upmost
importance to us. That’s why egg® strollers are built for use from birth
to 25kg, and can be converted to tandem for twins or close in age
siblings.
As with many designer accessories, the egg® is deemed an investment.
When properly cared for it will maintain a respectable residual value.
Stroller Health Check
As part of our commitment to building a more sustainable world,
we offer a ‘health check and service’ that ensures the safety of your
stroller past its warranty, for when your second or third child comes
along. This service is available from £75 (mainland UK only).
Care & Maintenance
Just as with a car or bike, strollers are built on kinetic mechanisms
and require maintenance from time to time. For handy hints
and tips on how to maintain your egg® stroller, head over
to eggstroller.com/FAQs.
Customer Care
We have a dedicated team of egg® product experts across the United
Kingdom, who are trained to handle product specific queries:
For optimum care and if your product falls within the 24 month
warranty period, the retailer from whom the product was originally
purchased, should be contacted first.
If your product is older than 24 months (from the date of purchase), our
egg® team are on hand to assist. Additional service and maintenance
fees may apply.
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technical

TECHNICAL
Stroller

Folded

Unfolded

Weight

Boxed (stroller and
seat unit)

H87 x D37.5 x W50.2cm

–

19kg

Chassis with wheels

H71 x D32 x W59cm

–

10.25kg

Chassis with wheels
and seat unit
(world facing)

Chassis without
wheels

–

H69 x W50 x D30.5cm

H113 x W59 x L84.5 – 96cm

–

Carrycot

Interior

Exterior

Weight

–

W42.6 x W22.2 x H87cm

5.2kg

Carrycot

L80 x W42 x D17cm

L87 x W42 X D28cm

4kg

Mattress

32.5 x 76.8cm

–

–

Boxed

15.5kg

Tandem Seat

Folded

Unfolded

Weight

Tandem seat unit
exterior
(smallest size)

-

L88 x W47 x D30cm
Calf rest W25cm

4.25kg

Car Seat

Handle Down

Handle Up

Weight

L69 x W44 x H52 cm

L64 x W44 x H58 cm

4.8kg

7kg

Seat unit exterior
(smallest size)

–

L88 x W47 x D30cm

5.25kg

Front wheel diameter

–

18.8cm

–

Rear wheel diameter

–

28cm

–

Handle height

–

99 – 111cm

–

Shopping basket
capacity

–

21ltrs

3kg

egg® Shell
Car Seat

For more information, and for specifications on the first generation egg®,
please visit us at eggstroller.com.
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WARRANTY
At egg® we pride ourselves in manfacturing high quality products with our customers’ safety
and wellbeing at the forefront of our minds.

Registering your egg® product

Please remember to activate your warranty and register your product, you can do this simply
by visiting eggstroller.com and click on ‘Register Your Product’.

Your warranty policy

At egg® we guarantee your product has been manufactured in accordance with all current
European safety standards which are applicable to this product, and that this product is free
from defects in workmanship and material at the time of purchase.
During the production process this product has gone through rigorous quality checks. Despite
our efforts, if this product does show a manufacturing or material defect within the 24 months
warranty period for the chassis and seat frames and 6 months for carrycot, seat fabrics and
PVC raincover we will comply to the warranty terms and conditions providing the product has
been used for normal use as described within the instruction manual and it has been serviced
and maintained correctly also described within the instruction manual.
For further information please contact the place of purchase. Please retain your original
receipt of purchase safely in the back of this booklet.

Warranty terms

• Chassis and seat frames: 24 consecutive months.
• Seat fabrics, carrycot, accessories and PVC raincover: 6 consecutive months.
• The warranty only applies to the original purchaser and is non-transferable.

egg® aims to ensure that all specifications within this brochure are correct at the time of print.
egg® reserves the right to alter prices, specifications, design or the construction of products
without prior notice. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the colour reproduction is
accurate, variation may occure as a result of print an photographic processes.
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36 Charles Street, Sileby, Leicestershire, United Kingdom LE12 7RJ
T: 01509 816 444 | F: 01509 816 555 | E: info@eggstroller.com

@eggstrolleruk

@eggstrolleruk

babystyle

